
This week at  

St Margaret’s Nursery 

Week beginning: 30th April 2018 

Literacy - the letter ‘w’ 1 

We have been busy 

participating in a  

variety of activities to learn about the letter 

‘w’. We can practise writing the letter ‘w’, 

write words that begin with ‘w’, make  

walruses and whales for a ‘w’ display and 

we can follow patterns on the promethean 

that will help us with ‘w’ formation.  

 

 

 

  

2 Numeracy  

 

We made delicious scones in nursery this 

week. We were able to sort the cutters by 

size before choosing which one we needed, 

measure the ingredients and cut the dough 

into circles. We enjoyed them as a wee 

afternoon treat.  

Measuring and pouring in 

the water tray.  

A weighing experiment using a 

hanger and some carabineers to 

work out which nursery objects 

were heavier, lighter or weighed 

the same. 



3 

  

Health and Wellbeing  

4 

Watering 

our seeds. 

 

We introduced the characters: Hamish the Horse, 

Hazel the Hen, Heather the Highland Cow and  

Lewis the Lamb and the theme this week was ‘Be 

Active Together’. We played games outside and 

talked about how we  

felt after exercise.  

All pre-school children 

are encouraged to be 

physically active for 3 

hours per day.  

Grow Well Choices 

Using the wickets at gym 

to practise our aim. 

Changing the consistency of cream; talking 

about safety and using a whisk to whip cream. 

We can now use our finger to draw in the 

cream as it has gone from runny to thick. 

Using the wobble 

boards outside. 

  

We were having a look at the 

Wonderwise books which told 

us that over half of the earth is 

covered in water. Some of the 

children began exploring a 

globe and printed a picture of 

the earth from the computer to 

colour in how much water that 

was.  

Anything else?  

What will we be learning about next week? 

The letter ‘h’, measure and  

Grow Well Choices week 2 - Eat Well Together. 

We would like to thank everyone 

who came for Stay and Play this 

week. We hope you enjoyed your 

time in nursery. 

Feedback on the session is  

appreciated. We are interested in 

hearing your ideas. 

We have enjoyed being creative 

outside with loose parts.  

Our walking  

rainbow water  

experiment. We  

watched the  

coloured water climb up the paper to 

make a rainbow.  


